
BRIDE TO BE 

When is your wedding (date)? 

Can you tell me about your wedding planning process so far? (What kinds of things did you do 
first? What has been stressful? What has been easy?) 

What (if anything) would have made the stressful parts easier? 

What vendors are/were of the highest priority to you? 

How are you finding vendors? 

Do you have a theme in mind? Colors? Mood/vision? :)  

How do you prefer to maintain communication with vendors? 

What vendors do you still need to reach out to/plan for? 

How did you arrive at your wedding budget? How did you prioritize needs over wants? 

Who is helping you most with planning/coordinating? 

Where are you finding inspiration for your wedding? 

Do you have a planner/coordinator? 



Anne, Bride to Be 
Wedding Date: TBA 

I just got engaged about a month ago. My Fiancee just graduated from CU and commissioned 
into the army, and because he is not sure where he will be permanently stationed, or when he 
will have time off, we have not been able to set a date. We are hoping for May or June of 2016, 
but it kind of depends on where he is and when he has time off. Since we have a while (about a 
year and a half) I haven’t really felt the urgency to begin planning a lot yet. My family lives in 
Wisconsin, his family lives in Texas, I’m in Colorado, and he is in Georgia.... so needless to say, the 
wedding planning will be a bit complicated! The first thing we did was just talk about what we 
would like our wedding to be like. We talked about size, mood, money, etc. 

One of our top priorities is making the wedding cost effective. I know that our families do not 
have endless amounts of money to spend on the wedding, and I honestly would not feel great 
about spending the amount that average brides spend. With that in mind, we want to have a 
classy, elegant, and simple feel to the wedding.  We want it to be welcoming and warm. We know 
that a lot of people will be traveling to come to our wedding so we want them to feel comfortable 
and want them to know how thankful we are that they came! 

I am not far into the planning process. I have mostly been doing research, since weddings are a 
bit foreign to me. I have been looking into different wedding venues in Colorado, looking at 
pricing for vendors (venue, catering, photographer etc.) and different ways to cut down on the 
costs of weddings We have not set a budget yet, but we hope to establish that soon. My parents 
are coming out in April, so I hope to have some venues picked out to tour then, and we can 
hopefully decide on something around then! 

For us, I think the wedding venue is the most important. A venue really sets the tone for what 
style, and feel a wedding will have. I also think having a good photographer is important, because 
I want to be able to look back on wedding pictures for the rest of our lives and see how beautiful 
it was. So far, I have been using sites like weddingwire.com, the Knot, and random google 
searches as I look for vendors. It is a little frustrating that there is no one site to find all of the 
vendors in an area listed. (I can dream can’t I?) 

As for stress, I don’t really feel stressed about it yet. I hope to be really organized about things, 
and work on details gradually as we get closer to the wedding, and get a lot done this summer 
when I am home. Hopefully that will help with stress levels a bit. 

Pinterest has been the best thing for me in gathering ideas. I have just pinned things that 
capture the mood and feeling that I want from my wedding. We have kind of decided on having 
Navy, Gold, and Blush as our colors. We want it to be sparkly with lots of candles everywhere! I 
have not been planning with anyone yet, but I know my mom and sister will play a large role in 
planning with me! 

I hope I answered all of your questions! Let me know if you have any other questions, or would 
like me to clarify anything! 



Amanda, Bride to Be 
Wedding Date: July 24th, 2015 

I shopped for a dress first, looked for venues second. Planning has been super laid back, but my 
mother has really been planning the whole thing. Guest list is always stressful, but I don't know 
what would make that any less stressful. Food and drink vendors are highest priority. We found 
most of the vendors through our venue. Our colors are Navy blue, city style. All vendors are 
already booked and everything is planned for both. Wedding budget is still being adjusted, may 
be going over original set budget. My mother is planning the whole thing. I found inspiration on 
Pinterest, wedding magazines, and a website called snippet & ink. 

2/10, 8:14pm 
Hannah Pobar 
You = amazing. Do you have a wedding planner?? 
February 11 

2/11, 8:49am 
Amanda Neiges 
I do! 
February 12 

2/12, 8:06pm 
Hannah Pobar 
ahh!!! yay!!! what was your primary reasoning behind getting a wedding planner? 
February 16 

2/16, 8:10am 
Amanda Neiges 
There are a lot of details that need to be remembered the day of and I needed someone to 
remember them so that everyone else in my bridal party and my mother can relax and enjoy 
my wedding instead of being worker bees. 



Brooke, Bride to Be 
Wedding Date: July 2nd, 2015 

The first things i did was get on Pinterest and Google the colors I loved.  I made profiles on the 
knot.com and wedding wire. I also started looking at wedding venues. What was stressful was 
looking at wedding venue prices. I didn’t know before that the venue price usually only includes 
the block out time for that space. Some didn’t include linens, silverware, chairs, chair covers, ect. 
Some venues, don’t let you bring in your own caterers, and bar/liquor. They all mostly want you to 
pay for only everything they offer you. Also I was planning on inviting 300 people. Expect less but 
you never know. Most venues were caped off at 150 or 250. Then the two days we looked at 
venues, stressed me out a lot. Getting noney numbers, listening to all the work the venue makes 
you do on your own As well as when i went to look at Stonebrook in Thorton ( one of the 
cheapest venues in colorado).  They really put you on a time frame, literally to the half hour. Who 
wants to be on a time frame on their wedding day?! As well as they could have at least 2 more 
weddings there during your wedding. NOT for me. After the venue is chosen, its time to get 
planning on all the other details. 

To make most of this easier would have known up from, what the venue includes in pricing, 
and what  they don’t, and how strict they are on time frame. Do they include catering or offer 
you other options? 

The venues with the highest priority were ones that were a outdoor / indoor flow since were 
having a summer venue. as well as the most price average. and knowing they are going to really 
be there for you that day and not leaving everything up to you. I googled, yelped, theknot.com, 
weddingwire.com to really research all the venues i went to. from their it was all decision by heart 
and budget. as i did with my, harpist, frank sinatra singer, dj, cake maker, photo-booth ect. 
I put down all of my deposit's, and i check back via email every couple months with my vendors. 
(Some of them added me on Facebook). 

I am at 5 months left until the wedding, and i do not need to be in contact with any vendors. I 
have everything booked, i just now have to pay everyone the month of the wedding. 
I set a wedding budget of $15,000 (for food and venue). Which my parents will be paying for. 
Although i found out its cheaper to get married on a thursday, we picked our date because it was 
only $500 for the venue that day. compared to Fri-sun $2,600!!! The food we decided on going 
with buffet style. Which includes, 2 salad, butter and bread, 2 choices of meat, mixed veggies, 
mashed potato bar (served on martini glasses).  As well as 1 appetizer during cocktail hour, and 
unlimited soda package. Which still only ran at $50 per person. Kids 5-0 Free, Kids 12-5 have 
their own kids menu!! Im myself am paying for everything else’s. 

Since im doing all my own planning, my mother has been my #1 help, as well as my fiance for 
keeping a good budget for what we have left. I also was very stressed out on getting a dress. SO 
i never tried a dress on, i got my personalized dress, that noone will ever wear off etsy for $500!! 
and it came in beautiful!. 
My inspirations, have been great gatsby, frank sinatra ect. My colors are peachs/corals, charcoal 
grey.  
Everything in my wedding will be MADE by me. My centerpieces i could not afford a vase 2+ ft 
high, so i have to use alternatives, like using pvc pipe and really getting down on the nitty gritty 
DIY. As well as getting some help from etsy owners, with great ideas. 
Let me know if you have any more questions for me!! 



Carrie, Bride to Be 
October 3, 2015 

2/2, 9:07am 
Carie York 

The date is Oct. 3,2015 so far it's been good! Our wedding is very DIY! First we made sure our 
friends farm would work to have a big wedding. Getting the guest list figured out has been the 
hardest part. So far the easiest part has been finding my dress! I think a lot of my stress has come 
from the fact that we aren't using an actual venue. Getting our food and DJ were top priority for 
me. We're doing buffet style for food and my aunts are making all of it. I've been emailing our DJ 
and photographer and that's worked out perfect for me! I still need to figure out my bathroom 
situation so I'm looking for some nice port a potty options! We are trying to keep everything 
under 10,000 dollars. One of my good friends is helping me a lot and she has offered to play the 
part of wedding coordinator. Organization is her thing and I need that! We are doing a rustic/farm 
theme for the wedding. Very simple and casual. I've been on Pinterest like crazy!!!! We don't have 
set colors just mostly neutral...the bridesmaid are picking their own dresses and the guys are 
wearing whatever white shirt and khakis they have in their closet! I just want it to be romantic but 
fun and casual! 

2/2, 9:07am 
Carie York 
I don't have an actual planner. Mostly myself, but my good friend Ashley is helping me a lot! I 
did hire a planner to come out to the farm with me to kind of give me vendor names or ideas and 
that helped a lot! We've already got our seating figured out and everything! 
It was just an al a carte service she did so that was nice! 
February 2 

2/2, 9:28pm 
Hannah Pobar 
That's so perfect ahh!! Can you tell me more about your planner and the process behind booking 
her? Were you more interested in connecting with vendors or inspiration through her? Will she be 
there the day of? How did you find her? Why did you decide to book her? 

February 3 
2/3, 5:28am 
Carie York 
I just looked up wedding planners in that area and her name popped up! I knew I wanted to have 
our wedding on this farm but I needed to make sure it would work so she met with me out there 
for an hour. She told me how it could work with tents or in the barn, how much space you should 
have for each person, and then she gave me some different vendor contacts. She won't be there 
the day of but she does offer those services for just the day of.  My friends actually got me The 
Knot wedding planner/book and that's been really helpful to store information. The day of the 
wedding my friend Ashley will have my planner with all my vendor contacts and she will be the 
go to person! 



Chisolm, Bride to Be 
May 24th, 2015 

When is your wedding date? Sunday, May 24, 2015. 

Can you tell me about your wedding planning process so far? (What kind of things did you do 
first? What has been stressful? What has been easy?) My fiancé and I are from Colorado but we 
currently live in San Francisco. However we chose to get married in CO since it’s our home. 
Planning a wedding out of state has been the hardest part. The second hardest was 
committing to a venue. Finding venues are easy and fun, but choosing one for our big day took a 
lot longer than I thought it would. It took me over an hour to finally sign the contract for our venue 
because I thought so much into it. It’s very exciting, but also overwhelming because it is a very 
big commitment, and usually the most expensive part. The easy part was choosing who we 
wanted in our wedding party – we felt so blessed to have best friends to stand by us on our big 
day! 

What (if anything) could have made the stressful parts easier? I hear that hiring a wedding 
planner makes things so much easier! But they are also pricey so it’s important for the bride & 
groom to decide if they want to add that into their budget. 

What vendors are/were of the highest priority to you? Definitely the food vendors! My fiancé 
and I are huge foodies so we wanted to make sure the food at our wedding was unique, 
delicious, & memorable. That being said, we chose a wedding venue that lets you bring in your 
own caterers. That flexibility really made a difference for my fiancé and I so that we could have 
the exact cuisine that we wanted at our wedding. 

How are you finding vendors? Luckily, my twin sister works in the industry so she has been a 
huge help at suggesting vendors. We also asked for references from our wedding venue. 

How do you prefer to maintain communication with vendors? Via phone. It’s the fastest way to 
get information across if meeting up in person is not as accessible. 

What vendors do you still need to reach out to/plan for? Floral/décor and wedding cake 
vendors. 

Have you set a wedding budget? Yes. 

Who is helping you most with planning/coordinating? My mom & twin sister. 

Where are you finding inspiration for your wedding? Denver wedding magazines & Pinterest, of 
course! 

Do you have a theme in mind? Colors? Mood/vision? We are getting married in the mountains, 
at the end of spring season, so the vision I have in mind is elegant rustic. With pastels as our 
colors (light yellow, light green, light pink). 



Hope, Bride to Be 
Wedding Date: September 17th, 2016 

My wedding date is September 17th, 2016. The most stressful thing I've found is trying to figure 
out what the prices at venues include when you're researching online. Also there are so many 
little things to get in line when planning a wedding so checklist and/or timeline would be 
beneficial. The venue and the caterer are the highest priority to me. 

I went to a bridal show and filled out a couple forms and now I receive emails like crazy about all 
sorts of vendors. I prefer e-mail with vendors because I'm so busy but it's also nice to be able 
to contact someone via phone if I have a quick question. I still need to book everything haha 
we haven't picked anything out yet. Our budget is 10,000 but we are gonna try to stay under that 
if possible. We are planning the whole thing ourselves. Our theme is country. Fun, low key, not 
too fancy, burnt orange and dark purple are the colors. I hope this helped!! 

2/10, 8:12pm 
Hannah Pobar 
oh my gosh ahh this is so exciting!!! are you guys using any wedding planning apps? 
February 11 

2/11, 6:22am 
Hope Bretches 
I use wedhappy but that's about it lol most just Pinterest so far 



Jordan, Bride to Be 
Wedding Date: June 13th, 2015 

Our wedding date is June 13th of this year! (woohoo!) 

The wedding planning process has been a blast so far. Aaron’s been really involved so it’s been 
great shooting ideas off of each other and agreeing and disagreeing on certain things. I know its 
abnormal for the groom to be so involved so I may not be helping.. but it has truly made 
everything so much less stressful. It’s OUR wedding not just mine. First, we made a list of 
people we want to be there so we could find a venue to fit our number. Then, we looked for a 
venue so we could pick our date. We got a little ahead of ourselves and started planning the look 
before we should of so we’re having to change a few things to go with the venue. The only things 
that have stressed me out so far is everyone’s opinions shooting my way from family. My mom 
and his mom will have opinions on what we should do for certain things and it drives me crazy. So 
advice would be listen to everyone’s opinions but still do what you want. It’s YOUR day not theirs. 
Also, finding vendors who are reasonable. Money adds up very quickly, so having to be flexible 
on spending more on say a photographer and spending less on a caterer are decisions I’ve had 
to make.  

Making it fun to plan has been easy! I’m just trying to be relaxed about everything, not being set 
on ANYTHING. I don’t want to be disappointed, so being carefree has made everything so much 
easier.   

So far, my highest priority has been my photographer! I want to remember my wedding. I’ve 
looked at tons of them, and finding someone who is willing to work with my budget, but also 
loving their work has been tough. Advice from all of my friends who have already gone through 
the wedding planning process, they’ve all said “everything else will fall together, just find a 
photographer you love, otherwise the day will be stressful.” 

I’ve been finding vendors through asking people I know and wedding blogs! Luckily, I’m an avid 
Instagram user so I’ve found some amazing blogs and photographers through that.  

I’m loving communicating with vendors through email. Everything is in the same place, so I 
can sit down and talk to them all at my desk, all at once. 

We’ve got almost all of the vendors set! Flowers still need to be chosen, but that’s pretty much it. 
I’ve been finding a lot of inspiration on Pinterest (of course), Instagram, and wedding blogs.  

Our theme is modern, romantic. Our venue is very industrial and modern. We’re going with a lot 
of greenery in the floral with touches of white. The bridesmaids are all wearing different short, 
white, modern dresses of their choice with pastel colored shoes of their choice. My dress is gray 
and romantic and it’s undecided what the groomsmen are wearing. Probably all different pastel 
colors. It’s going to be very quirky! We’re making a teepee for the photo booth area, heavy hor 
d'oeuvres for the food, and donuts for the cake.  

Sorry if this is way longer than you were wanting! Let me know if you need anything else.  



Keegan, Bride to Be 
Wedding Date: May 15th, 2015 

When is your wedding (date)? May 15th 2015 

Can you tell me about your wedding planning process so far? (What kinds of things did you do 
first? What has been stressful? What has been easy?) Getting married in Mexico has a ton of 
stresses. I thought before I started doing a destination would be easier but boy was I wrong! 
haha. Communication with the vendors is very hard because believe it or not you have to use 
your resorts prefer vendor or there is $500 fee plus day of the event you have to buy your 
vendor a day pass for an additional $100 so that adds up quick if you want to use 4 off site 
vendors. My resort is VERY nice and they offer 1 florist who only speaks Spanish this has been 
very hard to deal with. It's also hard to get your stuff to Mexico all the stuff I need to bring is really 
starting to add up to lots of luggage. The hotel will not sign for anything so therefore your not 
able to ship anything .. so frustrating. Also the resort does not guarantee your location or any 
details till 35 days out from your wedding so your left in the dark a lot. First thing I did was book 
our resort (venue) 

What (if anything) would have made the stressful parts easier? 
Easy hahaha this is wedding planning .. NOTHING IS EASY! More options of vendors at the 
resort and if you resort planner could sign for packages. Also it would be great if they would help 
you plan more than 35 days out. 

What vendors are/were of the highest priority to you? Photography/ Video 

How are you finding vendors? Through the resort 

How do you prefer to maintain communication with vendors? Email 

What vendors do you still need to reach out to/plan for? Everything is done as far as vendors 
go 

Have you set a wedding budget? No haha 

Who is helping you most with planning/coordinating? We have a travel agent, wedding planner 
through the resort .. I'm Skype meeting with her tomorrow for the first time so maybe some of my 
frustrations will fade I have about 5 pages of questions for her. 

Where are you finding inspiration for your wedding? Blogs 

Do you have a theme in mind? Colors? Mood/vision? 
It's the beach ... Were doing a monochromatic color scheme so Bright Tangerine to a soft peach 
and everything in between, with a splash of Gold. Like I said I'm right in the middle the planning 
process so thing are either going to get a lot better or a lot worse haha this week will tell once 
were able to start working with our planner. 



PLANNER 

When in the process do most brides find you? How do they find you? 

How far along the planning process are brides when they generally reach out to you initially? 

Are your brides local? Destination? Far away? 

What is your most common method of communication with them? 

How often do you communicate with them throughout the process? 

How often do you meet in person? Where do you meet in person? 

What are your most requested services? 

Do you have any estimation on the hours you spend talking/meeting with brides before their 
wedding? 

What would you say most brides want help with? What are the pain points for the millennial 
bride? 

Do you help with choosing vendors? If so, how does that process work? 

How involved are you in regards to the brides relationship with vendors + contracts? 

Do most brides come to you with a style or theme in mind? 

Why do you think some brides don’t have a wedding planner? 

Is there a range your brides who book you general have in terms of budget? 
What is your range in terms of budget? What do most brides go with? 

Do you help brides with budgeting? (establishing, tracking/monitoring, recommending ways to 
reduce/amend) 

How important are site visits to the venues/vendors with your brides? 

Do you have a questionnaire that you send to clients?  



Jessica, Planner 
A Vintage Affair 

When in the process do most brides find you?   
About half our brides find us a year to year and half and the other half reach out about 6-8 
months out. They typically have a venue, but no other vendors.  

How do they find you? Wedding Blogs, venue referrals, photographer referrals, past client 
referrals, and google :)  

What is your most common method of communication with them? 
Email 

How often do you communicate with them throughout the process? 
About every 2 weeks 

How often do you meet in person? Where do you meet in person? 
1 a month if they are a design client, less if they are partial planning. We share a studio with a 
florist.  

What are your most requested services? 
partial planning and design combo package 

Do you have any estimation on the hours you spend talking/meeting with brides before their 
wedding? 
Depends on what they book, but anywhere from 5-20 hours.  

What are the pain points for the millennial bride? What would you say most brides want help 
with? 
Making everything look cohesive, overwhelmed with ideas, making their wedding unique and 
fitting to their personalities. 

Do you help with choosing vendors? If so, how does that process work? 
We do help with choosing vendors if the bride doesn't already have them booked. We have a list 
of preferred vendors, ones we have worked with before and whose work we love. We try to 
recommend and match our couples with vendors we think compliment their personality and 
style.  

How involved are you in regards to the brides relationship with vendors + contracts? 
Depends on what vendor and what package they booked. If they booked design, we are very 
involved and typically attend the meetings (floral, cake, linens) and make ideas/suggestions.  

Do most brides come to you with a style or theme in mind? 
They typically have inspiration, but we help them find their wedding style.  

Why do you think some brides don’t have a wedding planner? 
Costs and don't they don't think they need one.  



Is there a range your brides who book you general have in terms of budget? 
Yes, we have a wide range of brides. Anywhere between $20,000 and $150,000.  
What is your range in terms of budget? What do most brides go with? 
$2000-$5500+ 

Most brides book our a package around $4500.  

Do you help brides with budgeting? (establishing, tracking/monitoring, recommending ways 
to reduce/amend) 
Yes if they book full planning. If not, we at least try and recommend vendors within their budget.  

How important are site visits to the venues/vendors with your brides? 
Very! We always do one with the bride in addition to the walk through. 

Do you have a questionnaire that you send to clients?  
Yes, we have 2. One logistical one (budget, venue, vendors booked) and one design related.  

Hope this helps!  



Kendra, Planner  
Tandem Events 

When in the process do most brides find you? 
Right after they start looking for venues, they usually realize they have no idea what they are 
doing and contact me for help. ;] 

How far along the planning process are brides when they generally reach out to you initially? 
The brides that are looking for full planning usually reach out to me after they have found/booked 
a venue. Then, the brides that just want Month/day-of contact me usually about 6 months out just 
to make sure that someone will be there to pull together all of their little details that they planned 
the month and day-of their wedding. 

How do they find you?  
When I first started it was all word of mouth.  
But, now I am getting a lot more from social media now, Instagram, Facebook and my website. 

Are they local? Destination? Far away?  
There are a lot of brides that are from out of state getting married in our beautiful Colorado 
Mountains or the heart of downtown. It is hard to plan your wedding long distance, so they 
usually hire me to make sure I have Colorado covered so they don’t have to travel every time 
they need something done here. 

What is your most common method of communication with them?  
Email 

How often do you communicate with them throughout the process? 
Full planning brides-at least once a week  
Partial planning-1 every 2 weeks  
Month/day of- Here and there whenever they need me, but then the month of their wedding is 
almost every day. 

How often do you meet in person? 
Full Planning-A LOT! Lol We become bffs  
Partial planning-about 15 times 
Month-of Coordination-about 5 

Where do you meet in person? 
I am a member of Trulife Studios-a place where elite vendors share a meeting space. It is a 
beautiful white studio space in the highlands so that it can be quite and professional. We share a 
google calendar and just block out the space for the times that we have meetings so we don’t 
overlap! 

What are your most requested services? 
Month/Day-of 

Do you have any estimation on the hours you spend talking/meeting with brides before their 
wedding? 



Gosh, SO much. I am actually working on recording all of this this year….so unfortunately I don’t 
yet. 

What would you say most brides want help with? 
Staying in their budget. They all want glam for the cost of a peanut. It’s ridiculous ;]  
Organization/(when to plan and when and WHO)/Timelines etc. 

What are the pain points for the millennial bride? 
Budget 

Do you help with choosing vendors? If so, how does that process work? 
Yes, I usually refer 3 from each category that I think would work well with the couple. (I have to 
love the vendors, I won’t refer them unless I can stand by and support their work) 
Then they pick if they want to check out all 3 and set up a meeting with each, or they just pick 
one and go from there. 

How involved are you in regards to the brides relationship with vendors + contracts? 
Full planning-Very  
Partial planning-Very involved in the 3 that I help plan. Then I receive the others 1-2 months 
before their wedding 
Month of-I don’t receive their contracts until 1-2 months before, but then very involved 

Do most brides come to you with a style or theme in mind? 
Yes 80% 
No 20% 

Why do you think some brides don’t have a wedding planner? 
They don’t think its worth the money. But oh’by’gollee’ it is!  
My work is hard! And it makes me sad that they try and do it all themselves. (They cry A LOT) 
Is there a range your brides who book you general have in terms of budget? 
Yes, usually 25,000 of up 

What is your range in terms of budget? What do most brides go with? 
Starting at 1,200 up to 3,000. They usually go with the medium or month/day-of which is 1,200 

Do you help brides with budgeting? (establishing, tracking/monitoring, recommending ways 
to reduce/amend) 
Yessss, I have a budget calculator that suggests what they should spend on what. 
I REALLY encourage them to follow that and stay within it. However, sometimes they don’t like to 
listen. A lot of brides realize that weddings are a lot more money once they get half way. So the 
budget is usually adjusted a little ;] 

How important are site visits to the venues/vendors with your brides? 
Not super crucial unless I have never been there, until a month before, we do a walk through at 
the venue that are super helpful to be there. 

Do you have a questionnaire that you send to clients? 
Yes, we usually do it in person when we have our initial meeting 



PAST BRIDE 

Can you tell me about your wedding planning process?  

What kinds of things did you do first? 

What vendors were the highest priority for you? 

How did you find the vendors you ended up working with? 

How did you communicate with most of your vendors? 

What was the process of finding vendors like? 

Was there anything you didn’t go with in terms of vendors but wish that you did? Any you regret? 

Did you have a wedding planner, why or why not? 

Who helped you plan and coordinate? Why? 

OR  

Did you have a wedding planner? Why or why not? Were you happy with your decision? 
How did you find the vendors you ended up working with? Can you tell me about the process 

(was it easy, stressful?) 

How did you communicate with most of your vendors? 

Who helped you plan and coordinate? 



Sarah, Past Bride 

No wedding planner, the chapel wouldn't allow us one. They wanted to coordinate the day of 
planning without conflicting with a planner that didn't know anything about the chapel. The ladies 
at the chapel were great though. Really on top of getting everything organized, which I 
appreciated. My mom did most of the planning and coordinated with the vendors for the 
reception in the Springs. Tyler, my husband, knew a lot of people in the wedding business so we 
had great connections and everyone was amazing to work with from the florist (our good friend 
Kristi) to the caterer at Roadhouse (also a good friend. It was were we both met each other). The 
photographer was my biggest concern but having seen her work through a friend's wedding and 
meeting with her, it was an instant connection. She went above and beyond for us. I'm not so sure 
any of the process was stressful. It went very smoothly and was set up to be a perfect day, which 
it was very much so. 



Kyllie, Past Bride 

First one: no I didn't have a planner mainly because I had good friends to bounce ideas off of, I 
like to have control and our venue has a really good coordinator. Yes I was happy with my 
decision to not have a planner because my wedding was all me and mike and not a planners 
vision. 

Second: my mom helped a lot with vendors. For photography I was stuck with my cousin you 
know how that goes LOL jk I was blessed she didn't take off to China. For the DJ I asked our 
venue for their preferred list of vendors and I read reviews and compared pricing and resources 
for all of them. Usually the venues preferred vendors are that for a reason and they know what to 
expect there. My dad saw something on TV for the cake and told me we had to go there and they 
were wonderful. It was pretty easy for me and they were all so great that it wasn't stressful at all. 

Emphasizing that the preferred vendors for the venue was the way to go 

Most vendors was all email and I met in person with each of them at least once. Except one 
vendor liked facebook messaging 

I started with a phone call to each and after that it was all email to coordinate. 
My mom was the main one to help me plan. I also had a couple bridesmaids and photographer I 
bounced ideas off of. I didn't rely on them too much for that I had another good friend that wasn't 
in the wedding party that I talked through a lot of this with and I think that helped because she 
didn't have her own personal stake in the day if that makes sense. I also used the knot timeline 
big time. 

Oh and for stationary I ended up using a ton of different online places because I liked different 
things and price points for each item. Turned out great because I loved save the dates from 
minted but didn't like the invites. The only thing I liked from Shuttlerfly were thank you's and they 
were better than other sites. 



Melissa, Past Bride 

No I didn't have a wedding planner because I felt like I had enough time to plan it myself and 
lots of help from others. Overall I was happy with the decision, things would've been easier if I 
would've had a wedding planner but miraculously nothing major went wrong day of! 

I loved the vendors I ended up with (except my photographer) who was stressful because she 
didn't listen too much to what we wanted. Otherwise every vendor made the process so easy, 
almost to the point where I thought I should've been doing more! 

I communicated with them mainly over the phone, sometimes email to send over paperwork or 
sign contracts. 

My mom and family helped me plan and coordinate. Also there was a lady at the event center we 
were married at who helped on the day of with setting decorations up and organizing. 

I hope that helps! 

I used the knot and a countdown app but didn't find any other wedding apps to be very 
useful. Mainly because I already had a good idea of the vendors and connections I wanted to 
use for the wedding and thanks! 



Jenn, Past Bride 

I didn't have a planner. It just wasn't in the budget to have someone there from the beginning. I 
did have a day of coordinator that was employed by the venue that we were originally going to 
use before it got flooded out. After the flooding we didn't have anyone helping with the planning 
or coordinating. Overall I was really happy with this decision. It would have been nice to have 
someone the fall back on after we were forced to re-plan the entire wedding in two weeks but we 
made it work. 

The venue that we chose originally took care of the catering, rentals, and the big vendors, so that 
made it really easy. All I had to find was photographer, DJ, florist and baker. Which I did so 
through the internet and through family. A lot of time and energy went into finding the vendors. It 
wasn't stressful just time consuming. After the flooding, there was so much stress involved with 
finding all of the big vendors that we had lost, with only 2 weeks before the wedding. 
Communication was done mainly through email with a few phone calls, once contracts had been 
signed, about small details. 

I did all of the planning myself and enjoyed very minute of it. My aunt coordinated the day of 
stuff for me so that I could focus on getting married and not stress about what has happening. 
Even though, I did end up making a few calls to vendors that were running late! 



Jess, Past Bride 

I had a wedding coordinator for the ceremony portion because we wanted a really traditional 
catholic ceremony so we hired someone from our church to help us with that portion and make 
sure we had all the details correct. Honestly she didn't do much though and we probably could 
have gone without her. She was supposed to run our rehearsal at the church the day before but 
was struggling with some of the details so my mother in law took over. We didn't get a wedding 
planner for the reception or the overall day because we were trying to keep costs down and I 
figured I could do most of it myself through connections, DIY projects etc. I'm glad we didn't 
spend the money on a wedding planner although it would have been nice to not have to run 
around the week before making sure everything was set to go. I put a lot of it on myself and it 
didn't hit me hard until the actual month before when it was too late for help because no one 
knew the details besides me. 

Finding a venue and caterer was easy because my dad is friends with a country club owner near 
us so we went straight to them because they could fit our 500 guests and didn't charge us 
except for food costs and servers (they require you use them for food). That was the first thing we 
locked down but like I said it was mostly a lucky break because of the connection we had. I had a 
friend from childhood who is a cake designer so she did our cakes and desserts. My 
photographer was my photographer from my dancing days and my dj was a friend of Bill's 
parents. We didn't have a florist because both the church and venue were decorated for 
christmas. Basically because of the time crunch we went directly to friends and family for 
everything to relieve the stress so it wasn't too bad. 

As far as communication goes I used email unless it was last minute then it was texting and 
phone calls. 

I planned mostly everything and made all the decorations, the timelines, the arrangements 
myself. At the start of the process I made giant checklists and just tried to go through a chunk 
every week. My mother in law helped me plan certain things from afar but that was about it. 

I started using that knot website and app but I felt better about just writing things out on 
paper so I deleted it haha. 

I did try to find a website or an app that would work for everything but they were all to general 
and had a bunch of things I didn't need that got in the way if that makes sense 



Christen, Past Bride 

No I didn't have a planner because of our budget, and I didn't really know exactly what they 
would do, and I wanted to have the experience of planning myself lol It was harder in the 
beginning especially finding a venue that worked for us. My mom sister and I did a lot of 
searching and finally came across the perfect one. With our venue, there was a list  given to us of 
different caterers, cake companys and florists  they had worked with. We had to chose one of the 
choices for catering, which ended up fine for us. For cake I think we went with a baker that I had 
found I think on wedding wire or something like that because it was the most affordable. For 
flowers, we were referred by a friend of my mom's whos son had recently gotten married.  
We mostly communicated over the phone or email other than the 1 time we met in person. 

I would say the most stressful part was finding a venue that worked for our date, then finding a 
caterer that was also available on that date. Once those were set everything fell into place. I 
found that with our venue, they had done so many weddings that they felt like a wedding planner 
themselves. I didn't have to worry about chairs, tables, linens, or any of that stuff. They 
coordinated really well with all my vendors as well so that was incredibly helpful. 

Other than that, my sister, mom and I did the majority of the other planning. As far as coordinating 
goes, like I said my vendors communicated with the venue really well. Also my DJ  was a family 
friend of jordans dad, and he's done a million weddings so helped in planning the flow of 
everything. So I had a lot of help and a lot of resources, I wasn't really too picky so everything 
seemed to fall into place! 



Mikaila, Past Bride 

I did not. I just liked the idea of doing it because Jake was gone in the military and I wanted my 
time taken. I am happy with my choice everything was amazing except that they forgot the cake. I 
looked at tons of venues but Hudson Garden spoke to me. Hudson Garden had a list of every 
place I could use with them except for photography and the cake. I interviewed with all of them  
when Jake was finally home two weeks before the wedding we both just knew. It was fairly easy, 
everyone was so helpful especially because we were on such a short time limit.  I mostly 
communicated  through email easiest way to keep track of everything and I could keep it in an 
organized folder lol.  

My mom was my helper and really thank the lord for her because at first I was so lost didn’t know 
where to begin. The only thing I knew for sure at the beginning was that I wanted you to do my 
photography lol!! 


